Efficient Water Use in Residential Urban Landscapes
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Abstract. In the United States, urban population growth, improved living standards, limited development of new water supplies, and dwindling current water supplies are causing the demand for treated municipal water to exceed the supply. Although water used to irrigate the residential urban landscape will vary according to factors such as landscape type, management practices, and region, landscape irrigation can vary from 40% to 70% of household use of water. So, the efficient use of irrigation water in urban landscapes must be the primary focus of water conservation. In addition, plants in a typical residential landscape often are given more water than is required to maintain ecosystem services such as carbon regulation, climate control, and preservation of aesthetic appearance. This implies that improvements in the efficiency of landscape irrigation will yield significant water savings. Urban areas across the United States face different water supply and demand issues and a range of factors will affect how water is used in the urban landscape. The purpose of this review is to summarize how irrigation and water application technologies; landscape design and management strategies; the relationship among people, plants, and the urban landscape; the reuse of water resources; economic and noneconomic incentives; and policy and ordinances impact the efficient use of water in the urban landscape.

Urban areas started as complex social structures ≥10,000 years ago. Many of the earliest urban areas developed in arid climates near reliable fresh river water resources (Redman, 1999). In the modern era, urban and suburban population growth has dramatically changed the balance between consumptive water demand and available supply. This is especially true in portions of the arid and semiarid regions of the western and southern United States where rapid expansion of urban areas has occurred during the last few decades. For example, two decades ago, the entire 7.5 million acre-foot of water of the lower Colorado River basin (Arizona, California, and Nevada) became fully allotted for the first time (Unruh and Liverman, 2008). Additionally, environmental laws crafted to limit ecosystem degradation are constraining the development of new sources of water for the urban environment (Dickinson, 2008). In the future, conservation and rectification programs will become a significant piece of future water management programs for rapidly growing populations (California Department of Water Resources, 2005).

Growing populations in every community in the United States will face different water supply and demand issues. These issues include climate-related differences in water use. In the United States, the yearly average residential water use ranged from a low of 208.4 L d⁻¹ per person in the temperate mesic state of Wisconsin to a high of 784.5 L d⁻¹ in the arid state of Nevada (Emrath, 2000). This indicates that climate-related differences in outdoor water use contribute significantly to the high water use in arid western states (Emrath, 2000). Landscape irrigation contributes to most of southern Nevada’s consumptive water use (Sovocool et al., 2006). With reports that landscape water use averages 40% to 70% of residential water use in the United States (Ferguson, 1987) and increasing frequency of summer droughts in parts of the United States (such as the northeast) that are unaccustomed to droughts (Wolfe et al., 2008), it is clear that efficient water use in the outdoor environment will become part of long-term public strategies for conserving natural resources.
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Improvements in efficiency of landscape irrigation delivery systems could potentially yield significant water savings because watering residential landscapes is the greatest household use of water. Water-efficient landscapes have been promoted for decades (Denver Water Department, 1982; Lohr, 1991; Rooke, 1974), but in some communities, only drastic measures or catastrophic events have caused water-efficient landscapes to be implemented. For example, in 1981, a court ordered the Denver Water Department to promote water conservation in outdoor landscapes (Hagan, 1988). Faced with dwindling water supplies, in 2002, the city of El Paso, TX, amended its municipal code (Section 15.13.130) to restrict turf areas to 50% or less of the total outdoor landscaped area (City of El Paso, 1991). On 17 Sept. 2007, the state of Georgia simply banned outdoor watering because of a severe drought (Brown and Pharr, 2007). The estimated impact of the drought on Georgia’s urban agriculture sector is $3.5 billion. Thus, improvement in urban water conservation is applicable not only to western states, but is also relevant to other areas within the United States. Furthermore, expected increases in the earth’s average temperature will increase evapotranspiration, which could exacerbate drought conditions (Natural Defense Resource Council, 2008). Higher temperatures will increase evaporation from outdoor water features and elevate evapotranspiration from plants. Both of those occurrences will augment the demand for water in the outdoor environment.

Consumers do not always envision water-efficient landscapes to be attractive and aesthetically pleasing (Lohr and Bummer, 1992). So, many municipalities are mandating the use of water-efficient landscapes as part of their water conservation programs (Smith and St. Hilaire, 1999) and public relations campaigns. Thus, consumers will have to install water-efficient landscapes and may need information on the potential benefits of those landscapes. Furthermore, the urban landscape is the first area that water districts and government agencies regulate for water use because of its high public visibility (Devitt et al., 1995).

Urban landscapes contribute as much as 20% of the fair market value of a residential property (Council of Tree and Landscape Appraisers, 2003). So, the loss of some landscape elements such as trees and shrubs because of ill-conceived water restrictions or unmitigated drought could severely depress property values. Estimating the impact of drought on urban landscape elements such as trees is difficult (Graves, 1996). A case study revealed that the drought of 1990 caused countywide losses of $234 million for shrubs, lawns, and groundcovers and $192 million for trees in Santa Barbara, CA (Moore et al., 1993).

Improving efficiency of water use in the urban landscape is impacted by landscape irrigation and water application technologies (California Office of Water Use Efficiency, 2006), the relationship among people, plants, and water-efficient landscapes (Balok and St. Hilaire, 2002; Lohr, 1991; Martin and Stabler, 2004), reuse of water resources (Arnold et al., 2003; Devitt et al., 2003), economic and noneconomic incentives (Hurd et al., 2006), and policy and ordinances. The objective of this article is to review how those factors contribute to efficient water use in the urban landscape.

**Landscape Irrigation and Water Application Technologies**

**Landscape irrigation.** Landscape irrigation is the systematic application of water to land areas that supply the water needs of ornamental and landscape plants. Landscape irrigation involves several methods such as low-volume application, flood, and sprinkler systems. In this review, we focus on sprinkler irrigation, which is a network of pipes that discharge water through nozzles to the landscape. Landscape irrigation includes the design (engineering), water management (when and how much water to apply), equipment (pipes, valves, emission devices, controllers, and so on), installation, and maintenance. Components or activities associated with the irrigation system must work cohesively because a fault in any one of these items or activities negatively impacts water use efficiency. From an irrigation standpoint, water use efficiency is a product of the application uniformity and how well water is managed to meet plant water demands. So, to guarantee the most efficient use of water in the urban landscape, the consumer must seek the highest possible level of uniformity and management.

**Landscape irrigation uniformity.** The goal of landscape irrigation uniformity is to apply water to the landscape as evenly as possible. Most irrigation scheduling is driven by the areas that receive the least amount of water. These areas are commonly referred to as dry spots. However, applying more water to the dry spots overirrigates the rest of the landscape. Therefore, the aim of highly uniform water application is to reduce the difference between the minimum and maximum wetted areas (Zoldoske et al., 1994).

Given site and design parameters, the expected uniformity of an irrigation system can be modeled before it is installed (Olyphant, 1989). To better irrigate the landscape, it is recommended that irrigators specify irrigation application uniformity in a contract before purchasing an irrigation system. After installation, the system can be audited to verify the system performance.

The basis for calculating irrigation uniformity of an overhead irrigation system can be easily derived from a single-leg sprinkler profile test. For a single-leg sprinkler profile test, catch cans are spaced equally starting from the sprinkler head and extending beyond the wetted radius of throw of the sprinkler. A catch can is an open container placed in the radius of throw of the sprinkler to catch water from the sprinkler. Only one sprinkler is operated during the test period and the water application rate of the sprinkler determines the test duration. A minimum catch-can reading of 3 mm in the driest catch can is suggested (ASAЕ $S398.1; American Society of Agricultural and Biological Engineers, 1985). These tests can be performed either in an indoor laboratory or outside in the field (Fig. 1). Also, various combinations of sprinkler model, nozzle size, and operating pressure can be tested.

Once the profile test is completed, water application uniformity, as measured in the overlap area, can be calculated statistically by using computer programs such as SPACE Pro (Olyphant, 1989). Three common ways of calculating water application uniformity for landscape irrigation include: coefficient of uniformity (CU), distribution uniformity (DU), and scheduling coefficient (SC) (Burt et al., 1997). Historically, CU has been one of the most referenced measures of uniformity in agricultural irrigation (Zoldoske et al., 1994). Because CU fails to distinguish between over- and underirrigated areas, its application to turf irrigation is limited. Thus, DU and SC are the more widely used measures of landscape irrigation uniformity.
Distribution uniformity is a measure of the low quarter or driest 25% of the coverage area compared as a ratio with the average uniformity. The DU is commonly used in landscape irrigation field audits. However, DU provides the average precipitation to the underirrigated area and does not show the size or shape of the dry area(s). A densogram (Fig. 2) shows graphically the wetter areas (higher precipitation) and drier areas (lower precipitation) within the sprinkler coverage area (Oliphant, 1989). The densogram provides the landscape irrigator with an overview of the water distribution patterns within the sprinkler coverage area (Solomon, 1989).

Spatial patterns should be carefully examined because abnormal spatial patterns can exist at CU/DUs that appear to be acceptable. Abnormalities in spatial patterns are a revealing sign that sprinkler adjustments may be needed immediately or at some future time. Sprinkler spatial patterns will change as system parts deteriorate or as sprinkler heads are knocked off alignment by carts or mowers. Irrigation systems that deliver reuse water should be evaluated more often than irrigation systems that use potable water.

Scheduling coefficient is another way to determine sprinkler irrigation uniformity. The SC uses a ratio of average application rate compared with the average found in the driest continuous application area (usually specified as 1%, 5%, or 10% of the pattern area). This ratio, which must be one or greater, is used to estimate how long the irrigation system must run to apply the minimum needed water to the driest area. The larger the SC number, the longer the system must operate to wet the dry spots. For example, an irrigation system with an SC of 1.5 would have to run 50% longer than a perfectly uniform system with an SC of 1.0 to apply equal amounts of water to the driest part of the coverage area. The SC is operationally the converse of the DU because DU defines the mean of 25% of lowest volume in catch cups for DU, whereas SC identifies the amount of water needed for the driest spot.

Landscape irrigators must recognize that irrigation uniformity depends on the sprinkler profile and sprinkler field spacing. Efficient irrigation in the urban landscape requires an understanding of how sprinkler profiles and spacing can impact uniformity distributions. A sprinkler on an 18.3-m × 15.9-m triangular spacing has a CU of 93%, a DU of 88%, and a SC of 1.4. If that same sprinkler is then spaced at a 21.3-m × 18.6-m triangular spacing, the uniformity is reduced to 79% CU, 64% DU, and 2.2 SC (Fig. 3). The increased distance between the sprinkler heads represents a 24% reduction in DU. The DU decreases because the spacing is greater than the recommended spacing for this sprinkler model. Both CU and SC also decrease.

Water budgets and irrigation scheduling. In addition to specifying the uniformity of water application, landscape irrigators must accurately determine water budgets and irrigation schedules. As a way to reduce water applied to urban landscapes, water purveyors, local governments, and landscape management professionals are using reference evapotranspiration (ETo) to determine climate-based water budgets and irrigation schedules for landscape sites (California Office of Water Use Efficiency, 2006; California Urban Water Conservation Council, 1991; Colorado Department of Local Affairs, 2004; King County Department of Development and Environmental Services, 2003). Reference crop ETo is evapotranspiration (ET) from a reference surface that is well-watered. The reference surface approximates a 12-cm tall reference crop with a fixed surface resistance of 70 s m-1 and an albedo (reflectance) of 0.23 (Allen et al., 1998). Calculating accurate and effective ETo-based water budgets and irrigation schedules requires multiplying ETo by a reliable adjustment factor (AF) (King County Department of Development and Environmental Services, 2003; State of California, 1993). An urban
landscape’s water budget, also known as its maximum applied water allowance (MAWA), is calculated by:

\[
ET_o \times \text{landscape area} (ft^2) \times AF = \text{Water budget or MAWA (in gallons)}
\]

The AF is effectively, although not technically, a crop coefficient \((K_c)\) that corrects the \(ET_o\) value to account for the water needs of the plants (Allen et al., 1998). However, the typical urban landscape does not conform to the standard conditions under which \(ET_o\) and \(K_c\) are properly termed and estimated. Ornamental plant coefficients often are given for an agricultural-type crop that achieves full yield while growing in large fields under excellent agronomic and soil water conditions (Allen et al., 1998). Conversely, urban landscapes are diverse mixes of turfgrass, woody, and herbaceous plant species that are valued for their appearance, not their yield. Despite this, the concept of optimum growth and yield is not relevant to the urban landscape (Shaw and Pittenger, 2004). Additionally, woody ornamental plants and shrubs in an urban landscape do not form the uniform surface defined in the \(ET_o\). From an urban landscape perspective, standard \(ET_o\) definitions are relevant to turf but not to trees and shrubs.

Water needs of non-turf landscape plants are more appropriately defined as the percentage of \(ET_o\) required to maintain their appearance and intended function (Pittenger et al., 2001; Shaw and Pittenger, 2004). In addition, the water use rates of many woody species are not a direct linear function of \(ET_o\), and many non-turf landscape plants maintain acceptable aesthetic appearance at some level of moisture deficit (Kjelgren et al., 2000). Therefore, to optimize the efficiency of water use in the urban landscape, \(ET_o\) adjustment factors for landscape plants should define the minimum irrigation a plant needs to maintain acceptable aesthetics and defined landscape function (e.g., green foliage, screening element). This adjustment factor is properly termed and estimated as the plant factor (PF) rather than a \(K_c\), because of the emphasis on plant appearance rather than optimum growth and yield.

The application of multiplying \(ET_o\) by some form of AF value to estimate landscape plants’ water needs is a rational, weather-based approach for managing and conserving water applied to landscapes (Kjelgren et al., 2000; Snyder and Eching, 2006). Using \(ET_o\) \(\times K_c\) has been an effective tool for scheduling irrigation in turfgrass because turfgrass swards closely mimic the standard conditions of \(ET_o\) estimation (Devitt et al., 1992; Gibeault et al., 1990). Crop coefficients have been developed for minimum and optimum performance of cool-season grasses (64% and 80% of \(ET_o\), respectively) and warm-season grasses (36% and 60% of \(ET_o\), respectively) (Meyer et al., 1985).

Using the \(ET_o \times PF\) formula effectively estimated the water needs and irrigation schedules for landscape groundcovers and shrubs (Pittenger et al., 2001; Shaw and Pittenger, 2004; Staats and Klett, 1995). However, this formula was less suitable in estimating water needs of isolated landscape trees (Devitt et al., 1994; Montague et al., 2004).

Most field studies on determining PFs of landscape plants have been conducted in the western United States where landscapes routinely are irrigated. Studies on irrigation of landscape groundcovers in southern California and Colorado demonstrate several species perform acceptably when applied water is 20% or 50% of \(ET_o\), making them suitable species for water-conserving landscapes (Pittenger et al., 2001; Staats and Klett, 1995) (Table 1). A similar 3-year investigation was conducted with 30 shrub species receiving irrigation amounts of 0%, 18%, and 36% of \(ET_o\) at the immediate coast of southern California (Shaw and Pittenger, 2004) (Table 1). Although the aesthetic appearance of most species was reduced with less water, 11 species maintained acceptable appearance with no irrigation and another 14 species did so at 18% of \(ET_o\). Many species exhibited reduced growth rates with less water applied. The study location, however, is characterized by relatively low \(ET_o\) rates (Allen et al., 1998) and there are fog contributions to plant water needs. Species performing acceptably with no irrigation would likely need some applied water when grown away from the coast where \(ET_o\) rates are higher and there are no fog contributions to plantings. Although using the \(ET_o \times PF\) formula is a powerful way to optimize urban landscape irrigation, there is a lack of research-based PFs for landscape plants. A widely referenced publication containing an extensive listing of PF ranges for landscape plant species (Costello and Jones, 2000) is non-research-based. Models have been derived for water-stressed or water-use in a container production system (Beeson, 2005), but Schuch and Burger (1997) showed that \(K_c\)s from containerized plants are of limited value. Furthermore, Vrecenak and Herrington (1984) cautioned that water use of some tree species can be modeled only if they are kept well-watered. Lysimeter-based studies conducted with landscape trees illustrate that water use of some species increases with increased soil moisture content and/or plant size, but results vary by species (Devitt et al., 1994, 1995; Vrecenak and Herrington, 1984).

### Table 1. Water needs as a percentage of reference evapotranspiration for selected landscape groundcovers and shrubs to provide acceptable landscape performance after establishment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scientific name</th>
<th>Common name</th>
<th>Percent evapotranspiration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>Arbutus unedo</em> L. ‘Compacta’</td>
<td>Compact strawberry tree</td>
<td>18–36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Arctostaphylos uva-ursi</em> (L.) Spr. <em>Pacific Mist</em></td>
<td>Bearberry</td>
<td>18–36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Artemisia × ’Powis Castle’</em>, L.</td>
<td>Workwood</td>
<td>0–36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Baccharis pilularis</em> (L.) DC. <em>‘Twin peaks’</em></td>
<td>Pink powder puff</td>
<td>18–36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Calliandra haematocephala</em> Hassk.</td>
<td>Feathery cassia</td>
<td>0–36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Cassia artemisioides</em> Gand.</td>
<td>Snow-in-summer</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Cerastium tomentosum</em>, L.</td>
<td>Orchid spot rock rose</td>
<td>0–36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Correa alba</em> Andr. <em>‘Ivy Bells’</em></td>
<td>White australian correa</td>
<td>18–36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Drosanthemum hispidum</em> (L.) Schwant.</td>
<td>Pink iceplant</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Echium fastuosum</em> Jacq.</td>
<td>Pride of madeira</td>
<td>36–60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Escallonia × exoniensis</em> Veitch. <em>Fraddessi</em></td>
<td>Frades escallonía</td>
<td>36–60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Galvezia scopiosa</em> Gray.</td>
<td>Bush Snapdragon</td>
<td>0–36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Gazania rigens</em> var. <em>leucoacaena</em> (DC.) Roessler.</td>
<td>Yellow trailing gazania</td>
<td>50–80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Grevillea × ‘Noel’</em> Knight.</td>
<td>Noell grevilla</td>
<td>0–36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Hedera helix</em> L. <em>‘Needlepoin’</em></td>
<td>‘Needlepoin’ english ivy</td>
<td>20–30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Heteromelies arbutifolia</em>, M. J. Roemer.</td>
<td>Toyon</td>
<td>0–36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Hibiscus rosa-sinensis</em> L.</td>
<td>Rose of china</td>
<td>40–60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Lantana montevidensis</em> Briq.</td>
<td>Trailing lantana</td>
<td>18–36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Leptospermum scoparium</em> J. R. Forst &amp; G. Forst.</td>
<td>New Zealand tea tree</td>
<td>18–36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Leucophyllum frutescens</em> I. M. Johnst. <em>‘Green Cloud’</em></td>
<td>‘Green Cloud’ texas ranger</td>
<td>0–36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Ligustroom japonicum</em> Thunb. <em>‘Texanum’</em></td>
<td>Texas privet</td>
<td>40–60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Myoporum × ‘Pacificum’</em> Banks &amp; Sol. ex Forst. F.</td>
<td>Prostrate myoporum</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Ostea acuminate</em> (Munro) C.E. Calderon &amp; Soderstr.</td>
<td>Mexican bamboo</td>
<td>18–36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Phormium tenax</em> J. R. Forst &amp; G. Forst.</td>
<td>New Zealand flax</td>
<td>18–36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Pittosporum tobira</em> Ait.</td>
<td>Mock orange</td>
<td>18–36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Potentilla tabernaemontanii</em>, Asch.</td>
<td>Spring cinquefoil</td>
<td>70–80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Primus caroliniana</em> Ait.</td>
<td>Carolina laurel cherry</td>
<td>0–36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Pyracantha koidzumii</em> Rehd. <em>‘Santa Cruz’</em></td>
<td>‘Santa Cruz’ firethorn</td>
<td>0–36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Rhapiolepis indica</em> Lindl.</td>
<td>Indian hawthorne</td>
<td>18–36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Seuul acre</em> L.</td>
<td>Goldmoss</td>
<td>0–25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Teucrium chamaedrys</em> L.</td>
<td>Germanender</td>
<td>18–36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Vinca major</em> L.</td>
<td>Periwinkle; myrtle</td>
<td>30–40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Wrightia rosariniformis</em> L.</td>
<td>Rosemary bush</td>
<td>18–36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Xyloma congestum</em> Merrill.</td>
<td>Shiny xylomla</td>
<td>18–36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


*Acceptable landscape performance with no summer irrigation shown only at the immediate coast. Inland plantings may require summer irrigation up to the maximum amount listed.*

*Species typically provides unacceptable landscape performance in summer and fall month irrespective of irrigation amount.*

*Requires renovation every 3 years to maintain acceptable performance.*
studies quantified tree water use as a percentage of ET$_a$ or evaluated plant aesthetic responses. Also, these approaches have not produced widely applicable information for estimating reliable PFs of landscape plants in terms of the amount of water needed for them to simply maintain acceptable appearance and landscape function. Clearly, there is a need for research that generates PFs for multiple species.

Where research-based studies that determine PFs for landscape trees have been reported, they show amazing possibilities for water conservation. For example, a 4-year study of young oaks transplanted in an urban landscape setting in the San Francisco Bay area showed that irrigation at 0%, 25%, or 50% of ET$_a$ had no effect on their growth (Pittenger et al., 2004; Shedd et al., 2007). Some smart controllers require users to calculate an accurate base irrigation schedule in the setup process, whereas others need technical, site-specific data and horticultural parameters to set up. All smart controllers require follow-up auditing by the installer or user to determine whether the derived irrigation schedules are appropriate and that plants are adequately but not overwatered. Manual adjustments to the controller’s program often are necessary for the device’s irrigation schedule to meet accurately the water needs of a landscape. Most home controlled irrigation systems that have evaluated the water-conserving performance of smart controllers, it has been estimated that certain smart controllers could reduce summertime-applied water by up to 42 gallons per day for residential landscapes and up to 545 gallons per day for commercial landscapes plus reduce runoff by 64% to 71% (Irvine Ranch Water District, 2008a). Most of the studies on the reliability and water-conserving capabilities of these controllers have been observational. Few used a sound experimental control or referenced applied water to real-time ET$_a$ and scientific evaluations of plant performance. Because smart controllers offer the potential to realize significant water savings, several municipalities are either offering rebates for their use (San Diego County Water Authority, 2008; Southern Nevada Water Authority, 2008) or are mandating their installation (Conservation Current, 2008). However, to be effective, smart controllers must meet basic performance standards. The Irrigation Association has established a laboratory testing protocol to characterize the efficacy of smart irrigation system controllers that use climate, soil, or plant data as a basis for scheduling irrigation events (Irrigation Association, 2008).

Soil moisture sensors are another promising technology that can improve irrigation efficiency in the urban landscape. Soil moisture sensors can provide closed-loop feedback to time-based system controllers. This allows controllers to recognize soil moisture levels and end irrigation events when soil moisture reaches set levels. More sophisticated controllers can use soil moisture readings to determine frequency and duration of irrigation events. Because moisture levels, soil type, and salinity might impact their sensitivity, soil moisture sensors must be evaluated under a wide range of field conditions to gauge their effectiveness. Also, the operating principles of soil moisture sensors can range from electrical conductivity (EC) and time domain reflectometry (TDR) to soil moisture tension and heat dissipation. Each of these principles has inherent strengths and limitations. For example, soil salinity levels above 6 dS·m$^{-1}$ will impact TDR-based sensors less than EC-based sensors such as gypsum blocks (Muñoz-Carpena, 2004). So, the landscape irrigator might have to balance sensor calibration requirements, precision, and accuracy with cost.

### People, Plants, and Water-efficient Landscapes

**Attitudes to water-efficient landscapes.** When people think of water-efficient landscapes, they should envision attractive, inviting landscapes. If large expanses of gravel interspersed with a few drought-tolerant plants are what come to mind, then people will not be eager or willing to install water-efficient landscapes. One of the highest rated barriers to installing a water-efficient landscape is “aesthetic concerns” (Hurd et al., 2006). However, with the perception that traditional landscape functions can be preserved while using water-efficient landscapes, consumers may select those landscapes as a way to conserve water (Spinti et al., 2004).

**Attitudes toward water-efficient landscapes have been examined for decades** (Cotter and Croft, 1974; Lohr and Bummer, 1992; Thayer, 1982). This attention has apparently not led to a public appreciation for these landscapes and their potential impact on water conservation. Residents in Lubbock, TX, were asked about the following statement: “Water-conserving landscapes are aesthetically pleasing”; only 9% agreed or strongly agreed with the statement, whereas 61% disagreed or strongly disagreed (Lockett et al., 2002). In New Mexico, urban homeowners are aware of local water issues; 72% reported that water issues were among the most important in their community, and 84% felt that homeowners were very responsible or fairly responsible for water conservation (Hurd et al., 2006). Yet, when categorizing their own landscapes, 34% selected “rocks, gravel, and bare soil”; this description is often associated with barren urban landscapes that are erroneously classified as water-conserving.

Traits associated with inviting and desirable water-consuctive landscapes can be readily incorporated into water-efficient landscapes. Many books and articles summarizing the research on people’s landscape preferences and responses to plants are available (Kaplan and Kaplan, 1989; Lewis, 1996; Relf and Lohr, 2003; Smardon, 1987; Zube et al., 1982). Incorporating principles learned from this can ensure that water-efficient landscapes are appealing.

**Urban landscape preferences.** People prefer landscapes with trees, especially large trees, to those without them (Dwyer et al., 1991; Kaplan, 1985; Schroeder and Cannon, 1987; Spinti et al., 2004). Trees elicit strong feelings in people and provide shade, cooling, and protection. Trees are valued more for their function in the landscape than for their perceived impact on property values (Spinti et al., 2004). For water-efficient landscapes to be desirable, trees must be used in the landscape design.

People respond positively to trees of any shape, but we respond slightly more positively to trees with a spreading shape than to trees of round or columnar shapes (Lohr et al., 2004; Sommer, 1997; Summit and Sommer, 1999). The color of plants also
affects people’s responses. Physiological measures showed that people respond positively to trees of any color, even unusual colors (Kauffman and Lohr, in press). People responded most positively to trees with a green canopy that resembles the green of a young, vigorous tree. They were more relaxed when looking at tree canopies that were deep green than when looking at canopies in other colors such as yellow–green, red, or blue. Many water-conserving plants are grayish green, a color that reflects more heat than deeper green (Richards et al., 1986). Some deep and bright green plants are also water-conserving. Some may, for example, have vertically oriented leaves, thick cuticles, or dense hairs that help conserve water (Chaves et al., 2003; Kirsch et al., 1997). By using some plants that are bright green, along with grayish green or bluish green plants, the appeal of the landscape might be increased.

People prefer coherent (orderly) landscapes (Herzog and Leverich, 2003; Kaplan et al., 1998). Defined areas such as planting beds contribute to an orderly understanding of a landscape and thus to its coherency. Clutter such as the random scattering of plants across a landscape distracts from coherency. Harmony with elements and discernible patterns also contribute to coherency and thus to preferred landscapes whether they are traditional or water-efficient (Cotter and Croft, 1974).

People prefer landscapes with some mystery or indication that there is more to explore within the landscape (Kaplan and Kaplan, 1989). Expanses of gravel with a few scattered plants contain no mystery and leave nothing of interest for us to contemplate and little to interest us in entering and exploring the landscape. A sense of mystery within a landscape can come from partially obscured views or paths that curve out of sight, making us wonder about what lies beyond our view (Gimblett et al., 1985; Herzog, 1987; Kaplan and Kaplan, 1989). The appeal of a landscape will be increased if these elements are incorporated.

Although mystery is a valuable element in the urban landscape, in arid climate regions of the United States such as the Sonoran Desert, there might be a paradigm shift in how the overall landscape is valued. The urban landscape function as a measure of the value of outdoor living space appears to be superseded by a landscape form driven by public interest in flora and water conservation. Thus, the new role of the urban landscape in arid regions may be to visually incorporate into the landscape design at the onset. Landscape areas can be grouped according to water use. Irrigation efficiency improves when plants with comparable irrigation needs are grouped into areas that reflect their water demands (Schuch and Burger, 1997).

Xeriscaping advocates the use of turf species that are regionally appropriate. Because turf areas might require more frequent maintenance and water than other areas of the landscape, xeriscaping requires that the turf area should be sized just to meet the needs of the end user (Smith and St. Hilaire, 1999). Equally important as choosing appropriate turf areas is selection of other ground covers, trees, and shrubs that will thrive in a xeriscape™. Xeriscaping requires the turf area should be sized just to meet the needs of the end user (Smith and St. Hilaire, 1999). Equally important as choosing appropriate turf areas is selection of other ground covers, trees, and shrubs that will thrive in a xeriscape™. Horticultrists must select judiciously taxa that are destined for xeriscapes. Several xeric plants have adapted to surviv-
Because reuse water in a community typically contains twice the salt load of the municipal water, there is an enhanced potential for salinity problems if this water is used in the urban landscape. In the case of Las Vegas, NV, that means increasing the salinity from 0.95 dS m⁻¹ to ≈2.0 dS m⁻¹. Such reuse waters contain salt at 12,000 kg ha⁻¹ m⁻³ (1.6 tons of salt per acre-foot of water) and would have slight to moderate restrictions on its use (Ayars and Westcott, 1976). However, such classification assumes good irrigation management. To ensure good management when irrigating with reuse water, the leaching fraction and the uniformity of the irrigation system must be closely monitored and properly adjusted. The leaching fraction, also known as the leaching requirement, is the fraction of irrigation water that must deep percolate beyond the root zone to maintain a set EC in the plant's root zone. Deficit irrigating with water containing salt at 12,000 kg ha⁻¹ m⁻³ can be done for short periods, but lack of a long-term leaching program will lead to substantial salinization of the soil profile. Uniformity of applied irrigation dictates the distribution of salts and ultimately spatial salinization of surface soils and soil profiles. Although increasing the leaching fraction can somewhat compensate for poor uniformity, this leads to poorer irrigation efficiencies. As the price of water increases, the economic trade-off between increased units of applied water versus improving irrigation efficiencies becomes clearer (Leskys et al., 1999).

Landscape irrigation management and plant salt injury. Only a small percentage of plant species planted in urban landscapes have been evaluated fully for salt tolerance (Costello et al., 2000). Several popular landscape trees and shrubs are very sensitive to soil salinity (Miyamoto et al., 2004). So, to maintain landscape quality after transitioning to reuse water, many existing landscape plants might have to be replaced with more salt-tolerant taxa. Furthermore, water quality can be modified and irrigation management practices can be changed. Irrigators must maintain soil salinity levels below threshold values (if known) by maintaining adequate leaching and by minimizing wide oscillations in soil water content between irrigation events. As soil water is depleted, it will drive greater oscillations in soil salinity. Soil salinity is difficult to quickly reverse; therefore, landscape managers, golf course superintendents, and park managers must evaluate soil salinity at least yearly if reuse water is used for irrigation.

Many ornamental landscape species are also sensitive to foliar application of reuse water (Miyamoto et al., 2004). If water can be directed to the base of the plant through drip irrigation or bubblers, some of this damage can be avoided. On mixed urban landscape areas, direct or indirect spray from turfgrass irrigations often splash on the foliage of sensitive landscape species. If these areas cannot be isolated from foliar spray, substituting new species that have greater tolerance to foliar application of salts or plant management strategies that minimize foliar contact with this water such as canopy pruning will be required. Postirrigation rinses can minimize the extent of foliar damage, but results are very species-specific. Also, certain salts are more damaging than others. For example, chloride salts are typically more damaging than sulfate salts, and sodium salts are more damaging than calcium salts. Magnesium chloride caused greater foliar damage to all tree species studied with mortality recorded in privets (Ligustrum japonicum Thumb.) (Devitt et al., 2005c). Knowledge of the ionic composition of the irrigation water is critical, and landscape managers should aim to minimize concentrations of sodium, magnesium, and chloride in reuse waters.

Lists ranking the visual damage of various species irrigated with reuse water have been published (Devitt et al., 2005b; Jordan et al., 2001; Miyamoto et al., 2004; Quist et al., 1999). Only seven of 19 tree species whose foliage intercepted reuse water from overhead irrigations had acceptable visual ratings (Jordan et al., 2001). However, shade increased flower production and improved visual appearance of landscape plants that were irrigated with reuse water (Devitt et al., 2005b). This suggests that multistory landscapes may be a good approach to minimizing visual damage to flowering plants. Therefore, to limit plant damage and salinity-related problems in the urban landscape, irrigation managers must use multiple approaches to manage reuse water in the urban landscape (Devitt et al., 2003).

Nitrogen management. One of the positive features of most reuse waters is the nitrogen content. Color ratings of turfgrass (Brown et al., 2004) and health of many landscape plants are closely linked to nitrogen application rates. Irrigation volume is directly related to nitrogen loading. Fortunately, the greatest volumes occur during summer months when plants are actively growing and taking up large amounts of nitrogen. To prevent nitrogen from becoming an environmental contaminant, landscape managers must reduce nitrogen applications based on the amount of free nitrogen in the reuse water.

Although nitrogen and other nutrients in reuse water benefit plant growth, they can contribute to algal growth in water features such as irrigation ponds, streams, and fountains. Turbidity is typical of ponds containing nitrogen. Color ratings of turfgrass increase with nitrogen loading. Devitt et al. (2005a) reported low phosphate-P concentrations in a reuse pond that had a well-established stand of aquatic vegetation. However, when the vegetation was removed, phosphate-P concentrations increased and clarity decreased. Spectral reflectances of ponds are highly correlated with pH, clarity, and algal chlorophyll concentration. In one study, Devitt et al. (2005a) showed that spectral reflectance of ponds had either two peaks at ≈550 nm and 705 nm (high algal content) or only a single peak at 550 nm (low algal content). This suggests that landscape managers can possibly use reflectance values to determine when to initiate management strategies.
decisions that will improve overall pond clarity.

Nursery runoff and constructed wetland effluent as sources of reuse water. Although efficient irrigation scheduling and low-volume water application technology can reduce runoff, nurseries (Fare et al., 1992) and garden centers generate substantial volumes of nutrient-rich runoff associated with daily overhead sprinkler irrigation and frequent fertilization of containerized plants grown in porous growing substrates. Federal regulations generally require nurseries to retain all applied irrigation water on locations and detain the first 1.27 cm (0.5 in) of each precipitation on-site (EPA, 1982). Therefore, nurseries could potentially become an important source of reuse water if plants that can thrive on water captured from the nursery are known or the nursery runoff water is treated to make it suitable for use in the urban landscape.

One practical way to render nursery runoff off-suitable for the urban landscape is to filter it through constructed wetlands built at the nursery site. Constructed wetlands can either be subsurface flow-constructed wetland, which consists of an aggregate filter such as gravel, in which water flows below the surface, or free surface flow-constructed wetland, which mimics natural bogs or wetlands with shallow open water over soil in which emergent or floating plants are placed.

Constructed wetlands can potentially remove nitrates (Hammer, 1989; Kadlec and Knight, 1996), a variety of organic compounds, nitrogen, and sometimes phosphorus compounds (Bilderback et al., 1993; Fernandez et al., 1999; Hammer, 1989; Holt et al., 1999; Kadlec and Knight, 1996) from nursery runoff water. Running nursery runoff through a constructed wetland might render it suitable for use in the urban landscape. For example, commercial quality sunflower blooms (Helianthus annuus L. ‘Mammoth’) were produced when plants were irrigated with direct runoff, recycled wetland effluent, or salt-irrigated water (Arnold et al., 2003). However, the number of inflorescences receiving the highest quality rating was less when plots were irrigated with direct runoff, recycled wetland effluent, or salt-irrigated water compared with municipal tap water (Table 2).

Table 2. Inflorescence quality and stand density of Helianthus annuus ‘Mammoth’ receiving direct nursery runoff (runoff), single-pass wetland treated nursery runoff (recycled), 3.0 dS m⁻¹ sodium chloride spiked water (salt), or municipal water (tap).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Irrigation treatment</th>
<th>Inflorescences receiving a top rating of five (no./plot/harvest date)</th>
<th>Stand density (plants/plot)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Runoff</td>
<td>1.3 b</td>
<td>53.3 a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recycled</td>
<td>1.0 b</td>
<td>37.3 ab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salt</td>
<td>1.2 b</td>
<td>29.3 ab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tap</td>
<td>2.9 a</td>
<td>44.2 ab</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Means within a column followed by the same letter are not significantly different at P ≤ 0.05. Data from Arnold et al. (2003).

The following three types of landscape ordinances: 1) a Comprehensive Landscape Ordinance, which regulates landscaping as well as land alteration, tree protection and removal, storm water management, erosion control, groundwater recharge, and land clearing; 2) a Post Construction Landscape Ordinance, which requires planting after construction and usually integrates standards for irrigation and maintenance; and 3) or a Tree Ordinance, which is responsible for the regulation, care, and maintenance of street, park, and other public trees. In the United States, tree ordinances are the oldest type of landscape ordinance with the earliest recorded ordinance being the Pennsylvania Shade Tree Law of the 18th century (Abbay, 1998).

Although the modern U.S. landscape ordinance can trace its beginnings to the 1949 court decision in Ayres vs. City Council of Los Angeles, which upheld the city’s decision to require a 10-foot planting strip in the rear lot of a subdivision, since the 1990s, landscape ordinances have shifted toward water-efficient landscape design (Abbay, 1998). With increasing frequency, municipalities in the United States, particularly those in arid and semiarid regions, are adopting ordinances that specifically target water conservation in the urban landscape.

Some municipalities mandate the use of plants that are adapted to the local climate and need little or no additional water after plants are established. These ordinances restrict the use of turf, list plants that can be used in the outdoor landscape, or regulate the type of irrigation allowed. For that reason, many cities and municipalities are writing or updating their model water-efficient landscape ordinances. For example, CA Water Bill, AB 1881, mandates an update of the state’s model water-efficient landscape ordinance, which local agencies will have to adopt in Jan. 2010 (Landscape Contractor, 2008). The purpose of California’s bill is to mandate performance standards and labeling requirements for landscape irrigation equipment to reduce energy and water consumption (Landscape Contractor, 2008).

Landscape ordinances that are created after an urban residential area is built will potentially face resistance from the affected residents. One way to circumvent this potential problem is to develop a conservation division that mandates water conservation procedures while subdivisions are being planned. According to Arendt (1999), this could be the single most effective way for communities to conserve their natural resources such as water.

When landscape ordinances are adopted after a residential area is built, municipalities must be clear on how to respond to long-term and short-term efficient irrigation issues. Because conservation programs that include mandatory water restrictions are more effective than voluntary restrictions (Kenney et al., 2004), ordinances must feature mandatory water restrictions to cope with a drought crisis. Thus, effective ordinances should have the right balance between the long-term need for efficient water use in the urban landscape and the need to respond to drought crisis.

Implementing landscape ordinances. Increasingly, legislatures are proposing bills that promote the efficient use of water in the urban landscape. A systematic, fair, and proven approach must be used to get communities to support those ordinances. Based on the success in implementing municipal landscape ordinances (Cook, 2008), the following steps to develop a municipal landscape ordinance have been proposed: 1) generate community buy-in at the start of development of a landscape ordinance by meeting with all groups opposed to the ordinance first, not last; 2) educate the public about the benefits of efficient landscape techniques such as drip irrigation; 3) provide the public with specific examples of savings of efficient irrigation techniques; and 4) develop a flexible point system for compliance with the landscape ordinance. For example, five points might be awarded toward ordinance compliance if a rain sensor is included with the irrigation system. In contrast, five points might be deducted if an irrigation plan is not included with the building permit.

Incentives. Instead of mandating ordinances, water districts, municipalities, and states might offer incentives to promote more efficient water use in the urban environment. Economic incentives include changes to water rate schedules that increase costs with increasingly higher levels of water use and xeriscaping incentive programs that, for example, offer cash payments to eliminate traditional turfgrass lawns. Noneconomic strategies include strategies that raise awareness, develop attitudes of responsibility toward water resources, enhance xeriscaping of community and public landscapes, and increase access to information and guidance on landscape conversions.
One economic incentive program, often called “Cash for Grass,” offers rebates for conversion of turf to xeriscapes. The cost of the rebates for each square meter of turf converted to a water-conserving landscape have ranged from $5.92 (Albuquerque, NM) to $14.32 (El Paso, TX) (Addink, 2008). The annual calculated water savings ranged from 733 to 2,526 L per square meter of turf removed. Based on the costs incurred during the first year of conversion, the cost per 1,233,532 L (1 acre-foot) of water saved was $6,714 and $6,990 in the North Marin Water District, CA, and Southern Nevada programs, respectively, and $9,433 and $24,077 in the Albuquerque, NM, and El Paso, TX, programs, respectively. This led Addink (2008) to conclude that “Cash for Grass” programs are an expensive way to save water.

Water districts and municipalities in several states also offer rebates to clients who purchase irrigation controllers that adjust watering schedules based on weather conditions (ET controllers). For example, the Southern Nevada Water Authority (2008) and San Diego County Water Authority (2008) offer up to $200 and $350 rebates on the purchase of ET controllers, respectively. Because ET controllers offer a new way to efficiently irrigate the landscape, providing consumers incentives to use those ET controllers could be one way to promote irrigation efficiency.

Federal and state policies. Federal and state policies shape how local governments balance water demand with growth by their investment in water infrastructure and their authority over local planning and municipal finance (EPA, 2006). Federal funding to states contribute to their Safe Drinking Water and Clean Water State Revolving Funds. Although this funding is primarily for safe drinking water, states can distinguish among projects that rank equally on the three main federal priorities and select projects that meet other community needs such as smart growth and water conservation (EPA, 2006). On the other hand, state policies might not be specific enough for local communities to match their water needs with the available water supply. Therefore, communities might have to plan their water budget because the local community has a better understanding of locally available water resources (EPA, 2006).

Even if local municipalities have a good understanding of their local water supplies, in some regions, water law dictates that beneficial use shall be the measure and limit of the water right. In this case, adjudication of water rights might impact how water is allocated to the urban landscape. For example, in New Mexico, agricultural irrigation accounts for greater than 80% of diversions of water. Furthermore, with water law precedence being first in time, first in right, water designated for agricultural use has very early priority dates. This means that transfer of water from agricultural use to municipal use and subsequently to landscape use might not always be easy. When water transfers are possible, only the amount of water that will be lost to crop evapotranspiration or incorporated into the crop (crop consumptive use) is often permitted. Therefore, detailed landscape water budgets are needed to ensure that the right amount of water is transferred. In most states, the transfer of water rights will involve the Office of the State Engineer (OSE).

There are two basic reasons that alignment of water conservation plans with those of the OSE will benefit municipalities. First, the OSE can help form entities that own or lease water rights and this can be done to benefit the urban landscape. Second, the OSE may reject a municipality’s water conservation plan if it contradicts the state’s water conservation plan. As an example, New Mexico law [New Mexico Subdivision Act (NMAC 47.6.11)] requires counties to include water conservation plans before they can build new subdivisions. The effect of this law is that each county has a fixed water allotment per parcel for the proposed new subdivision (New Mexico OSE, 2008). This promotes efficient use of water in the urban landscape. Previously, the state allowed communities to build first and secure water rights later, which did not lead to water conservation.

Water pricing. In this review, we do not discuss the merits of the different water pricing models. However, in the western United States, it is speculated that the low cost (average of $0.00058 per gallon) of potable water is contributing to its premature depletion (Brookshire et al., 2002). Increasing awareness of water scarcity concerns should enable water purveyors to command higher prices for water (Johnson et al., 2001). However, this is not happening for water because there is no significant evidence that elasticity values will change over time (Dulhuisen et al., 2003). To engender more appropriate pricing levels for water, current pricing models might need to be re-examined to provide stronger incentives for water conservation. For example, the block rate pricing model that is used in many municipalities conflicts with standard economic assumptions that price setting is quantity-independent (Dulhuisen et al., 2003). Neuer water pricing models such as the Irvine Ranch Water District’s (IRWD) tiered-rate structure that is based on a water budget should be used to promote the efficient use of water in the urban landscape. The IRWD water pricing model provides customers with economic signals as their water use increases and this has created a decrease in water consumption while creating an increase in urban landscape health (Irvine Ranch Water District, 2008b).

Summary and Recommendations

Because water resources are becoming scarce, there is increasing demand to improve efficiency of water use in the urban landscape, which uses most of the residential water supply. Furthermore, many communities are mandating better use of water used for outdoor landscapes, which makes implementation of those water-efficient landscapes inevitable. Improving landscape irrigation uniformity enhances efficiency of water use in the urban environment. However, irrigation uniformity is driven by performance of the components of the irrigation system and management decisions. To secure the most efficient use of water in urban landscapes, we recommend that communities specify the level of uniformity and management needed for their irrigation systems.

Water application technologies such as controllers that schedule irrigation based on environmental conditions and soil moisture sensors that interrupt irrigation based on soil moisture can improve water management decisions. Municipalities must seriously consider adopting those technologies as part of their long-term landscape irrigation plans.

Besides identifying the level of uniformity and using water application technologies, urban water managers must determine accurately water budgets and appropriately schedule irrigations. An urban landscape water budget, also known as its maximum applied water allowance, can be calculated to provide a quantitative estimate of an urban landscape’s water budget. Current research, although somewhat limited, shows that some landscapes can maintain acceptable aesthetic appearance with less water than is indicated from a calculated water budget. Furthermore, water budgets can be used to craft a tier rate water pricing structure as has been done successfully at the Irvine Ranch Water District. Because the tier rate water pricing structure that is based on a water budget decreases water consumption without compromising the quality of the landscape, municipalities that are committed to efficient water use in the urban landscape might want to consider a similar water pricing structure.

Aesthetically pleasing landscapes and water-efficient landscapes are not mutually exclusive concepts. One way to engender a water-efficient landscape is to use an xeriscape™. A xeriscape™ is based on seven principles and is designed to conserve water (Smith and St. Hilaire, 1999). However, homeowners consistently show a preference for traditional, nonwater-conserving landscapes. To enhance consumer acceptance of water-efficient landscapes, results from studies on responses to and preferences for landscapes can be applied to the design of water-efficient landscapes. People are more likely to accept water-efficient landscapes if they are orderly, contain green-foliaged trees with spreading canopies, and incorporate a sense of mystery.

Regardless of landscape type, the use of reuse water in the urban landscape is a strategy that communities can use to offset water supply shortages. However, when irrigating the urban landscape with reuse water, greater management skills are required to minimize soil salinization, plant damage, health-related problems, and loss in aesthetic
appearance of water features. Nitrogen and other nutrients in reuse water can benefit landscape plants. However, reliance on reuse water as nutrient source must be balanced with the potential for reuse water to deteriorate the functionality of water features such as irrigation ponds, streams, and fountains.

Neglected sources of water such as nursery runoff can be filtered through constructed wetlands and used to irrigate the urban landscape. This could improve the usefulness of this water. Current regulations require nursery and garden centers to retain irrigation runoff on-site. Therefore, water purveyors should adopt regulations that provide opportunities for new sources of water to be used in the urban landscape.

In addition to nursery and garden center runoff regulations, ordinances that seek to regulate water use in the urban landscape abound. Although landscape ordinances started 50 years ago, the modern landscape ordinance is becoming focused on water conservation in the urban landscape. To be effective, landscape ordinances must have elements to manage both their short- and long-term efficient irrigation needs.

Landscape ordinances that target water conservation might be more effective if they are aligned with the water conservation plans of state and federal agencies. Implementing a landscape ordinance that promotes efficient water use in the urban environment might create discord in a community. Therefore, legislators must follow a process that creates an ordinance that is suitable to all stakeholders. This process should include meeting with all parties opposed to the ordinance first, not last.
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